Sleep spindles in epilepsy.
Spindles are a ubiquitous phenomenon in sleep, but their physiology and the effects of neurologic disorder on their frequency and amplitude are incompletely understood. We compared the incidence of three commonly defined spindle types (14-15 Hz, 12-13 Hz, and 10 Hz) and the frequency and amplitude of spindles during Stage II sleep in 50 patients with complex partial, partial and secondarily generalized, and primary generalized seizures, with and without interictal behavioral symptoms. All patients had 12-13 Hz and 14-15 Hz spindles of symmetric character in C3-A1 and C4-A2 derivations during prolonged sleep-deprived EEG recordings, which were normal except for partial or generalized epileptiform activity. Seventy-one per cent of complex partial seizure patients had 10 Hz spindles, and they occurred in 50% of the other two groups, predominating among those with interictal behavioral symptoms in all groups. Spindle frequency was significantly less in patients with generalized epilepsy than with partial seizures, and patients with complex partial seizures and partial seizures with secondary generalization differed significantly in spindle frequency. Spindle frequency was significantly lower with polypharmacy than with monotherapy. Patients whose regimens included phenobarbital had significantly lower spindle frequencies and spindle frequencies differed significantly between phenytoin and carbamazepine. Differences in spindle frequency may be due to residual medication effects, underlying encephalopathy or physiological differences between partial and generalized epilepsy.